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Training Program on Innovation Development Using Recent Technologies on 

10th Feb 2021 by Mr.S.Rajha 

 

Objective of the Event:  

There is emerging evidence that new technologies are related to improvements in productivity. 

Nevertheless, in considering the relationship between new technology and productivity, it is vital to 

consider human resource management and development issues due to their mediating effects on the 

relationship between new technology and productivity. 

About the Chief Guest: Mr.S.Rajha, Amphisoft Technolgies Limited 

    Amphisoft Technologies is a next-generation global technology company that helps enterprises 

reimagine their businesses for the digital age. Their technology products, services, and engineering are 

built within a decade of innovation, with a owned management philosophy, a strong culture of invention 

and risk-taking, and a relentless focus on engineers. They offer an integrated portfolio of products, 

solutions, services, built around Digital, Cloud, Automation, Analytics, Infrastructure Management and 

Engineering Services, amongst others.  More than 9 years later, their success is exemplified through their 

employees’ drive to advance ideas that bring meaningful innovations to life for their students and partners 

around the globe. They have guided by a mission to help customers use technology to turn ideas into value, 

and empower them to transform industries, markets and lives. They simplify Hybrid IT, power the 

Intelligent Edge and provide the expertise to make it all happen. 

1. Venue of the Event: 

The event is organized in KKR & KSR Institute of Technology and Sciences, Vinjanampadu, 

Guntur, Andhra Pradesh in association with IIC-MHRD. 

2. Date & Time of the Event: The Event is organized on 10th Feb 2021 

3. No. of students participated:      569 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4. Event photographs. 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

5. Benefits in terms of learning/Skill/Knowledge obtained. 

This training program acted as a wake-up call to all the students, helping them to keep up with the 

quickly advancing technologies inside and outside this competitive world. Often times, being 

innovative can be difficult. This intuitive approach has also helped them to take the mystery out of 

"how to think like an innovator". Though every day was focused on different aspects of innovation, 

each program has been designed to help individual them learn, develop and progress personally and 



 

professionally. 

6. Promotion of the Event on the Social Media Website: (Link and Screenshot): 

https://www.facebook.com/kits.guntur.18 

 

7. Event on the University/college Website :( Link and Screenshot): 

  https://kitsguntur.ac.in/site/department_det.php?dept_id=3%20&amp;page=Others    


